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Spaced learning with time to consolidate leads to more stabile memory traces. However, little is known about the
neural correlates of trace stabilization, especially in humans. The present fMRI study contrasted retrieval activity of
two well-learned sets of face-location associations, one learned in a massed style and tested on the day of learning
(i.e., labile condition) and another learned in a spaced scheme over the course of one week (i.e., stabilized condition).
Both sets of associations were retrieved equally well, but the retrieval of stabilized association was faster and
accompanied by large-scale changes in the network supporting retrieval. Cued recall of stabilized as compared with
labile associations was accompanied by increased activity in the precuneus, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the
bilateral temporal pole, and left temporo–parietal junction. Conversely, memory representational areas such as the
fusiform gyrus for faces and the posterior parietal cortex for locations did not change their activity with
stabilization. The changes in activation in the precuneus, which also showed increased connectivity with the fusiform
area, are likely to be related to the spatial nature of our task. The activation increase in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex, on the other hand, might reflect a general function in stabilized memory retrieval. This area might succeed
the hippocampus in linking distributed neocortical representations.

When memorizing new information, distributing multiple
shorter learning sessions over time is more efficient than one
massed learning session (Carpenter and DeLosh 2006; Cepeda et
al. 2006). The phenomenon that spaced learning leads to more
stable memory traces than massed learning was confirmed experimentally in the late 1800’s (Ebbinghaus 1885). This difference in the stability of memory traces can be related to two
mechanisms: one affecting memory encoding at study and one
affecting memory consolidation. Repeated processing of the
same information in short succession leads to reduced neural
activity in brain areas critically involved in memory encoding,
like the left inferior prefrontal cortex (Wagner et al. 2000) or
rhinal cortex (Fernández and Tendolkar 2006), which could explain the poorer performance at the time of retrieval. On the
contrary, the time between encoding sessions in spaced learning
allows the memory trace to consolidate into more stable forms
that are more resistant to interference. This consolidation is particularly enhanced if the learning sessions are interceded by sleep
(Ellenbogen et al. 2006). This consolidation process is dependent
on specific stages of sleep (Stickgold 2005; Marshall et al. 2006;
Rasch et al. 2007) and may include processes ranging from
changes in local neural connectivity to system-level reorganization (McGaugh 2000). Our aim is to maximize the difference in
trace stabilization by making use of these factors. One factor is
the longer study-test interval to increase the time for consolidation. The other is the spaced learning scheme, which reduces
interference and/or repetition suppression (Wagner et al. 2000;
Fernández and Tendolkar 2006).
There is little information on how memory-trace stabilization is reflected in system-level network properties, especially in

humans. The stabilization could be explained by the enhancement of local representations that are already active during
memory retrieval of the newly learned memories. This would
predict an increase in the activation of regions already engaged
during the retrieval of not-yet stabilized (labile) associations. Alternatively, trace stabilization might be associated with largescale network reorganization (Frankland and Bontempi 2005).
This would predict that brain areas that are not involved in retrieval of not-yet stabilized memory traces become engaged in
retrieval of stabilized memories. To address this question, we performed a study comparing brain activity that was related to the
retrieval of newly learned memory traces trained in a massed
scheme (labile condition) with a spaced learning scheme (stabilized condition).
For the two conditions, subjects memorized sets of arbitrary
face-location associations (Fig. 1A). We chose these particular
stimuli because faces and locations are represented in distinctive
and rather specific brain regions—an area in the inferior temporal cortex centered in the fusiform gyrus for faces (Kanwisher et
al. 1997; Tsao et al. 2006) and the posterior parietal cortex for
spatial locations (Sereno et al. 2001; Medendorp et al. 2005).
After the training of these associations, brain activity was measured during a cued-recall test probing with the faces from the
labile and the stabilized conditions randomly intermixed. Using
event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we
set out to investigate whether stabilization of the memory traces
is reflected as changes in retrieval-related activity in the representational brain regions of face and location (fusiform gyrus and
posterior parietal cortex) or rather network-level reorganization
engaging new brain regions. With respect to regions involved in
network-level reorganization, there are several candidates. One
candidate is the precuneus, which recently has received increased
attention in studies on visuo-spatial representations and episodic
memory (Cavanna and Trimble 2006). This area might be impor-
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tempi 2005). In an earlier study, we
demonstrated that retrieval-related
brain activity shifts from the hippocampus to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex with memory trace stabilization
(Takashima et al. 2006). We interpreted
this as the hippocampus initially binding the multiple features of the memory
trace, but with consolidation, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex took over
the role as a binding node. However, this
interpretation was partly confounded
with reduced performance of the remote
(consolidated) memory trace, leaving
open the possibility that increased difficulty could explain the increase in ventromedial prefrontal cortex activation
(McKiernan et al. 2003, 2006; Ridderinkhof et al. 2004). Here, we hypothesize
that if we can observe an increase in the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex activity
with trace stabilization when performances for stabilized and labile associations are equal, then this will support
the interpretation that this region takes
over some of the hippocampal functions
after the memory trace has been stabilized, independent of performance or
task difficulty.

Results

Figure 1. Experimental set-up. (A) Experimental scheme. Subjects were trained on the stabilized
associations on three different days and trained on labile associations on the day of the recall test (day
8). (B) Training scheme. For the passive training, the location was cued as the green dot. After the
subject moved the pink cursor to the location (yellow arrow) the face reappeared in the center and
moved to the location (blue arrow) before disappearing after 2000 msec. In the active training, the
subjects first had to move to a location when the face cue was presented (yellow arrow). Subsequently,
a positive (green square) or a negative (red square) feedback was given. In case of a miss, the feedback
was followed by the correct location (green circle) to which the subject then had to make a movement.
This was followed by the face moving to the correct location and staying there for 500 msec. (C)
Scheme during fMRI session. Here the subjects did not get any feedback.

Stabilized associations are retrieved faster

tant in functioning as the connecting node between face and
location representations, and its engagement might increase
with trace stabilization. A second candidate for an area involved
in network reorganization is the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(Bontempi et al. 1999; Takehara et al. 2003; Frankland and Bonwww.learnmem.org

This experiment was set up as a joint
magnetoencephalography (MEG)–fMRI
study. The subjects were trained on a
paired associate task and brain activity
during cued recall was subsequently recorded using both MEG and fMRI. The
MEG results will be reported elsewhere.
Twenty-two subjects were trained on
two sets of face-location associations.
The task of the subjects was to retrieve
the associated location when a particular
face cue was presented. One set was
trained over the course of a week, with
the three training sessions spaced over
3 d (stabilized condition), and the other
set was learned on the day of measurement in one massed session (labile condition), but with the same amount of
repetitions (39 times per pair) (Fig.
1A,B). The subjects were measured with
MEG and fMRI consecutively while they
performed the cued-recall tests (for
fMRI; Fig. 1C). Given that delayed responses were required in the MEG and
MRI sessions, we included an extra behavioral task in order to characterize reaction times (see details in the Materials
and Method section).

During the behavioral task, reaction times were shorter in the
stabilized condition than in the labile condition (mean Ⳳ SE:
stabilized = 936 Ⳳ 26.1 msec, labile = 1029 Ⳳ 35.0 msec; n = 22,
t = 4.520, P < 0.001; Fig. 2A). Due to the repeated training, the
473
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Overlap between memory retrieval of stabilized and labile associations
To identify those brain areas that were commonly activated during the retrieval of stabilized and labile associations, we searched
for overlapping regions for the stabilized versus non-memory
contrast and the labile versus non-memory contrast. This analysis revealed areas in the posterior parietal cortex bilaterally, with
the left cluster extending to the precentral gyrus and superior
frontal gyrus. In addition, we observed activations in the right
fusiform gyrus, the right posterior precuneus extending to the
retrosplenial cortex, the left middle occipital gyrus, and the left
basal ganglia, with a cluster centered in the putamen–pallidum
complex (Table 1B; Fig. 3C).

Hemifield-specific spatial representations in posterior parietal cortex
Furthermore, we tested whether the posterior parietal cortex activations, observed here in the retrieval of long-term memory
items, are associated with hemifield-specific spatial representations found in working memory paradigms (Sereno et al. 2001;
Medendorp et al. 2005). For this reason, we chose the retinotopic
hemifield-related region of interest in the posterior parietal cortex, as observed in a previous study, where subjects had to retain
the spatial location during a working memory task (Medendorp
et al. 2005). The two spherical regions of interest (radius, 20 mm)
were centered at the local maxima of that study [ⳮ26 ⳮ66 46],
[20 ⳮ66 54], in the left and right hemisphere, respectively. Indeed, we found relatively stronger activation in the left posterior
parietal cortex when subjects were retrieving a location on the
right hemifield (PSVC = 0.001, small volume corrected; SVC) and
in the right posterior parietal cortex for the left hemifield
(PSVC = 0.002; Fig. 3D). This finding suggests that brain activation associated with hemifield-specific spatial representations in
working memory tasks is also engaged during long-term memory
retrieval. The parameter estimates (beta weights) of all four experimental conditions (stabilized, labile, nonassociated, and
scrambled) contrasted with explicit baseline (intertrial interval)
in the two local maxima of this hemifield-specific effect (left
posterior parietal cortex [ⳮ18 ⳮ76 46] and right posterior parietal cortex [20 ⳮ60 54]; Fig. 2D) suggest that these brain regions
are involved in spatial memory retrieval independent of trace
stabilization. Thus, contralateral posterior parietal cortex activation was observed for retrieval of hemifield-specific information
on spatial locations, but the strength of this activation did not
change with the stabilization of the underlying memory trace.

Figure 2. Behavioral results. Mean and standard error of the reaction
time for stabilized (black) and labile (gray) conditions during the behavioral task (A) and the error rate during the fMRI session (B). Reaction times
were significantly shorter for the stabilized condition (P < 0.05). Performance level did not differ between the stabilized and labile condition.

overall hit rates during the fMRI session were high and virtually
identical for the labile and the stabilized conditions (mean Ⳳ SE:
stabilized = 90.1 Ⳳ 2.0%, labile = 89.2 Ⳳ 1.8%; t = 0.754,
P = 0.46; Fig. 2B). These behavioral results show that stabilized
associations were retrieved faster but equally well, as compared to
labile associations. This suggests a behavioral advantage of trace
stabilization.

Imaging results
Additional brain areas became engaged with memory stabilization
To identify brain regions that show differential activity between
stabilized and labile memory retrieval, we directly contrasted
brain activity associated with trials related to successful memory
retrieval of stabilized and labile associations. This contrast revealed that the successful retrieval of stabilized associations is
accompanied by increased brain activity in midline structures,
including the precuneus and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex.
At the convexity, this contrast identified the left temporo–
parietal junction and the anterior aspect of the middle/superior
temporal gyrus bilaterally (Table 1A; Fig. 3A). In contrast, we did
not find significantly stronger effects for the retrieval of labile
compared with stabilized associations. For both contrasts, no differences were detected in the areas typically associated with face
and location representations (fusiform gyrus and posterior parietal cortex, respectively). Thus, our results suggest that a set of
additional brain areas became engaged during memory retrieval
of stabilized associations. This indicates large-scale network-level
reorganization with trace stabilization rather than strengthening
of the representational areas.
To identify changes in functional connectivity associated
with trace stabilization, we performed a psycho–physiological
interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al. 1997). Using the fusiform
area as the seed region, this revealed significantly stronger correlated activity for the stabilized compared with the labile associations in the medial part of the precuneus bilaterally (P = 0.031,
corrected). The seed region was identified in individual subjects
by contrasting the nonassociated face condition to the scrambled
condition. This finding suggests that trace stabilization is associated with a stronger coupling of the fusiform gyrus and the precuneus during memory retrieval (Fig. 3B).
www.learnmem.org

Discussion
Here, we have shown that memory stabilization is associated
with faster access to stored traces, confirming the behavioral advantage of trace stabilization (Ebbinghaus 1885). The task used in
this study required the subjects to recollect the location when
cued with a face. Consequently, we identified a hemifieldspecific area in the posterior parietal cortex related to the spatial
memory trace. However, this representational area did not
change its retrieval activity strength with trace stabilization. On
the contrary, retrieval of a stabilized memory in contrast to a
labile one involved changes in neural activity in the precuneus,
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the bilateral temporal poles,
and the left temporo–parietal junction. This suggests a large-scale
network-level reorganization with stabilization. Furthermore, a
psycho–physiological interaction analysis revealed a strengthening in the functional connectivity between the fusiform and the
precuneus with trace stabilization.
Recently, the precuneus has come into focus (for review, see
Cavanna and Trimble 2006) and has been shown to be involved
in a wide spectrum of highly integrated tasks, including visuospatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, and self-processing
474
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Table 1. Functional MRI results
A. The stabilized contrasted to the labile condition
Local maxima MNI coordinates
Brain region

Cluster size

Cluster P

x

y

z

Right medial frontal gyrus—BA10
Right ventromedial prefrontal cortex—BA32
Left medial frontal gyrus—BA10
Left ventromedial prefrontal cortex—BA32

252
252
252
252

0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

6
2
ⳮ4
ⳮ12

52
48
52
48

8
2
6
ⳮ4

Left precuneus
Right precuneus

515
515

<0.001
<0.001

ⳮ4
2

ⳮ54
ⳮ50

36
34

Left
Left
Left
Left

967
967
967
967

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

ⳮ58
ⳮ54
ⳮ4
ⳮ46

ⳮ36
ⳮ36
ⳮ42
ⳮ54

26
28
30
28

Left superior temporal gyrus—BA38
Left middle temporal gyrus

185
185

0.045
0.045

ⳮ52
ⳮ50

12
14

ⳮ22
ⳮ32

Right middle temporal gyrus—BA21
Right middle temporal gyrus—BA38

502
502

<0.001
<0.001

60
40

4
8

ⳮ18
ⳮ42

inferior parietal lobule—BA40
inferior parietal lobule—BA40
supramarginal gyrus
angular gyrus

B. Overlap of the stabilized and the labile contrast to non-memory condition
Local maxima MNI coordinates
Brain region
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

posterior parietal lobule—BA7
inferior parietal lobule—BA40
postcentral gyrus—BA3
postcentral gyrus—BA40
precentral gyrus—BA4
middle frontal gyrus—BA6

Right posterior parietal lobule
Right precuneus

Cluster size

Cluster P

x

y

z

2303
2303
2303
2303
2303
2303

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

ⳮ20
ⳮ38
ⳮ40
ⳮ38
ⳮ40
ⳮ28

ⳮ60
ⳮ46
ⳮ26
ⳮ30
ⳮ16
ⳮ10

54
56
54
46
60
58

204
204

<0.001
<0.001

16
12

ⳮ66
ⳮ68

54
67

Right fusiform gyrus

177

0.003

34

ⳮ48

ⳮ22

Left middle occipital gyrus

112

0.014

ⳮ26

ⳮ76

32

Right retrosplenial cortex
Right precuneus

204
204

0.002
0.002

20
20

ⳮ60
ⳮ64

28
30

Left
Left
Left
Left

525
525
525
525

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

ⳮ16
ⳮ18
ⳮ24
ⳮ20

14
18
ⳮ18
ⳮ6

ⳮ8
ⳮ2
0
10

putamen
putamen
globus pallidus
globus pallidus

operations (e.g., judgment on one’s own versus another person’s
face/personality traits). For instance, Frings et al. (2006) showed
a bilateral posterior precuneus activation during both encoding
and recognition of allocentric, viewpoint-independent spatial
memory. In a working memory paradigm, Wallentin et al. (2006)
also showed bilateral precuneus activity for the recall of spatial
information contrasted to recall of nonspatial information. Since
the precuneus has been implicated in episodic memory retrieval
and visuospatial attention, it is likely that this area becomes more
engaged with the stabilization of the memory trace for the association of a face with a location. The result of the functional
connectivity analysis also supports the notion that the correlation between the fusiform area, which is activated during face
perception, and the precuneus, strengthens with trace stabilization. The extent of the anatomical connectivity of the precuneus
is widespread and involves higher associative cortical and subcortical structures (for review, see Cavanna and Trimble 2006). It
has direct connections with other parietal areas including the
posterior parietal cortex (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic 1988; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989; Leichnetz 2001), an area identified as location-representation storage area in this study. The
precuneus also has connections to other brain regions, including
www.learnmem.org

the posterior cingulate cortex (Leichnetz 2001), which, in turn,
connects to the medial temporal lobe and the inferior temporal
cortex, including the fusiform gyrus. Thus, from an anatomical
point of view, this area is optimally interconnected with a wide
range of relevant brain areas for processing higher order associations in multimodal and, in particular, spatial tasks. Even though
there might be no direct anatomical connection between the
fusiform gyrus and the precuneus, it is highly probable that these
two areas are functionally coupled and indirectly connected during retrieval of face-location associations.
Another difference in brain activity between the stabilized
and labile conditions was found in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex. The effect appears to be in line with our previous finding
(Takashima et al. 2006), where the ventromedial prefrontal activation strengthened with the remoteness of the retrieved
memory. What is the function of the ventromedial prefrontal
region in retrieving stabilized memories? Based on converging
evidence from activation studies in rodents and humans, as well
as lesion studies in animals (Bontempi et al. 1999; Takehara et al.
2003; Frankland et al. 2004; Teixeira et al. 2006), it has been
hypothesized that, after consolidation or trace stabilization, medial prefrontal cortex takes over the hippocampal role as a link475
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studies probing conflicting information,
which are found more dorsally.
Which factors might account for
the changes in brain activation with stabilization of the memory trace? In studies focusing on memory consolidation,
forgetting with the passing of time is a
confound that is difficult to control. To
address the change in brain activity due
to trace stabilization, we chose the strategy of training people so well that the
recall performances were comparable for
the stabilized and labile conditions. Using this strategy, several aspects were involved in stabilizing a memory trace.
One important element was the difference in the number of training sessions.
Even though the conditions were the
same with respect to the number of repetitions, the trainings for the stabilized
condition were done on three different
days, whereas training for the labile condition was done in 1 d. This approach
could have provided more rich contextual information for the stabilized than
labile condition. This additional contextual information might come into play
Figure 3. fMRI results. Effects are depicted on selected slices of a high-resolution T1 image or 3D
at the time of retrieval and could be rerenderings provided by SPM2 applying a cluster threshold of P < 0.05, corrected. (A) Effects found for
the stabilized versus the labile memory condition. The sagittal slice shows both the precuneus and the
flected in the activation of the engaged
ventromedial prefrontal effect. (B) Functional connectivity analysis showed a positive correlation bebrain regions. Another element was the
tween activity in the seed region in the fusiform area and the precuneus, which increased with trace
time between each encoding session and
stabilization. (C) Conjunction analysis showing the overlap of activations found for stabilized versus the
recall test. Longer time intervals have
non-memory contrast and the labile versus the non-memory contrast. The sagittal slice shows a right
been proposed to result in progression of
fusiform cluster of activated voxels and the coronal slice shows an effect in the left basal ganglia. (D)
consolidation, in particular during sleep.
Hemifield-specific activation related to location representations was found in the contralateral posterior
parietal cortex (PPC). The bar graphs show the mean and 90% confidence interval of the effect size
The more consolidated the memory
(au) for the local maxima of the PPC effect for the four conditions (stabilized, labile, non-memory
trace becomes the less it is prone to inassociation, and scramble) relative to the explicit baseline (intertrial interval).
terference (Walker et al. 2003). Thus, for
the stabilized condition, the periods between the study sessions are likely to aling node for spatially distributed neocortical sites. Such a putalow for consolidation of the memory trace. Finally, the differtive linking node is supposed to associate distributed neocortical
ences in intervals between repeated learning have consequences
representations into a coherent memory trace (Frankland and
for repetition suppression. If new material with elements in comBontempi 2005). Most previous findings might have been conmon is studied in short successions, repetition suppression will
founded by differences in task difficulty or performance differreduce the stimulus-specific activation, which might be imporences with poorer memory for remote (stabilized) as compared
tant for encoding (Wagner et al. 2000; Fernández and Tendolkar
with recent (labile) conditions. Rudy et al. (2005) have suggested
2006). Since the labile condition was studied in a massed style
that old or remote memories are weaker than recent ones, and
compared with the stabilized condition, this could have reduced
therefore require more prefrontally dependent control processes
the brain activity during the study, and subsequently resulted in
in order to reactivate them. In our study, however, we explicitly
differences in activity at the time of retrieval. Future studies intrained the subjects in such a way that retrieval performances for
vestigating these factors are needed to account for their indistabilized and labile conditions were similar. Nevertheless, and
vidual contributions to the stabilization of the memory trace and
contradictory to Rudy’s theory, we identified a ventromedial prethe brain activity involved.
frontal effect in the current study, despite the fact that the reIn addition to the precuneus and the ventromedial prefrontrieval accuracy of the stabilized association was virtually identital cortex, we found greater activation for the stabilized condical and the retrieval speed was even faster compared with the
tion relative to the labile condition in the temporal pole bilaterlabile condition. Thus, this effect cannot be explained by inally and the left inferior parietal cortices close to the temporo–
creased task difficulty (McKiernan et al. 2003, 2006; Ridderinkhof
parietal junction. Anterior temporal cortex activation is often
et al. 2004) or poorer performance. We conclude that the venassociated with autobiographical memory tasks (Fink et al. 1996;
tromedial prefrontal cortex may indeed take over a higher order
Piefke et al. 2003), although it has also been found during
integrative function for stabilized memory traces. Nevertheless, it
memory retrieval of general facts and events (Maguire et al.
is still conceivable that, since information in the stabilized con2000). In a recent study investigating the activation of personal
dition had multiple contexts from three different encoding epior famous names to unfamiliar names, Sugiura et al. (2006) resodes, this factor might have caused an activation increase in the
ported increased activity in the bilateral temporal poles and anventromedial prefrontal cortex, reflecting activity associated
terolateral temporal cortices, as well as the left temporo–parietal
with retrieval of conflicting temporal contexts. However, the lojunction for personally known or famous names compared with
cation of our effect does not overlap with activations found in
unfamiliar names. This set of areas is similar to that found in our
www.learnmem.org
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Materials and Methods

stabilized to labile condition contrast. In the debriefing after the
experiment, many of our subjects expressed that they tried to
associate the faces to someone they already knew, such as family
members and friends, in order to perform the task better. In this
regard, we could speculate that the memory traces of the faces
that were embedded into an autobiographical memory network
were the better-stabilized traces.
So far, not many studies have investigated long-term
memory representations for spatial location (e.g., Burgess et al.
2001; Düzel et al. 2003; Khader et al. 2005). To our knowledge,
no attempt has been made to probe long-term memory representations of space or locations that are hemifield specific. The parietal areas activated during a working memory task of hemifieldspecific locations (Medendorp et al. 2005) were also activated
during our task, when subjects recollected associated locations
from long-term memory. This activation could be interpreted as
either associated with the representation of the location or with
the movement preparation to the assigned location. Yet, this area
is known to be activated even when subjects are not instructed to
move to the location on the screen after a retention period in a
delayed-match-to-sample task (Sereno et al. 2001). Thus, it is
more likely that the effect found here is related to recollection
and maintenance of visuo-spatial information rather than motor
preparation. Our result suggests that spatial representations
maintained during working memory tasks are also used during
long-term memory retrieval and that the hemifield-specific representation is located in the contralateral posterior parietal cortex.
The hippocampus is thought to be critical for spatial associative processing (e.g., Davachi and Wagner 2002; Sommer et al.
2005; Piekema et al. 2006), and it is also activated at the time of
retrieval (Düzel et al. 2003). The classical consolidation theory
proposes that the hippocampal contribution to memory retrieval
vanishes with trace stabilization (Alvarez and Squire 1994). Orban et al. (2006) have shown that for spatial memory, a night of
sleep is necessary for the trace to transfer from the hippocampus
to the basal ganglia. In contrast, we did not find evidence for
hippocampal participation even during memory retrieval of the
labile condition, which was tested before the subjects had time
to sleep. One might ask why we did not find activity in the
hippocampus. Probably, the massive training scheme of 39
repetitions per association as applied here caused establishment
of stimulus-response associations, which can be formed rather
rapidly in the basal ganglia (Fig. 3C) and thus retrieved independent of the hippocampus (Packard 1999; Hartley et al. 2003;
Iaria et al. 2003; Voermans et al. 2004). However, it is important
to note that interpretation of null findings, especially when looking at hippocampal effects with fMRI, should be done with caution.
While previous studies on memory stabilization and consolidation have focused on the role of the hippocampus, we have
addressed the role of neocortical brain structures. Even though
we did not find changes in areas responsible for the actual representations, we did find changes in higher executive areas. The
changes in the precuneus are likely to be related to the spatial
specificity of the task, whereas the changes in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex are more likely to be independent of the modality of the memory items. Interpreted in conjunction with
the previous study (Takashima et al. 2006) and several animal
studies (Bontempi et al. 1999; Takehara et al. 2003), the ventromedial prefrontal cortex is likely to take over the role of the
hippocampus, linking distributed representations as a consequence of memory consolidation. Future studies are required to
further elucidate the exact role of the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex in orchestrating the retrieval of stabilized memory representations.
www.learnmem.org

Subjects
Twenty-two right-handed subjects participated (11 females, 19–
39 yr of age range; average 23.3 Ⳳ 4.8 yr). Participants received
either a monetary fee or study credits for their participation.
None of the subjects used medication or had a history of drug
abuse, head trauma, or neurological/psychiatric illness. Written
informed consent was obtained according to the local medical
ethics committee. One subject could not undergo fMRI scanning
due to claustrophobia and was omitted from the MRI data analyses.

Stimuli
One hundred grayscale front-facing photographs of unfamiliar
male and female faces (50 of each) were used as face stimuli. The
face stimuli were of anonymous people visiting a museum, taken
with a digital camera by one of the investigators (I.N.). The pictures were comprised of the neck and above, all showing neutral
expressions gazing toward the camera. These faces were divided
into five sets of 20 faces each (10 male and 10 female) and were
assigned the following conditions: Stabilized for MEG and fMRI
sessions (set A), stabilized for fMRI session only (set B), labile for
MEG and fMRI sessions (set C), labile for fMRI session only (set
D), and nonassociated sets (set E) (Fig. 3A). The assignment of
each stimulus to each condition was counter balanced among
subjects. In addition, we constructed 20 scrambled faces as nonfacial perception stimuli by spatially Fourier transforming 15 face
stimuli and shuffling the phase to construct scrambled images
that were equal in luminance, spatial frequency, and contrast to
the original face stimuli. For the low-level baseline, a black fixation cross in a gray box was presented during the intertrial interval.

Procedure
Experimental task
Subjects were trained to associate each of the 80 faces that were
presented in the center of the computer screen to one of the eight
locations that were surrounding the center with equal distance
(Fig. 1B). For both the labile and stabilized condition, we combined two types of training, so-called passive and active training.
In the “passive training,” a face appeared in the center of the
screen surrounded by eight gray circles for 1100 msec. This was
followed by a color change of the target location from gray to
green, thus prompting the subjects to make a joystick movement
to the cued location. After the cursor reached the correct location, the face reappeared in the center and moved to the location
and stayed there for 2000 msec. In the “active training,” the
target location was not cued, and the subjects had to recall the
associated location from memory when the face appeared (face
disappeared after 1000 msec, regardless of the speed of the subject’s response). If the correct location was chosen, a green box
appeared in the middle and the face moved to that location,
where it stayed for 500 msec. If an incorrect location was chosen,
feedback was given by showing a red box and the correct target
location. Subsequently, the subject had to make a movement to
the correct location, after which the face moved to that location
where it stayed for 500 msec before the next trial started. “Passive
training” was used mainly in the beginning of the training; at the
end, mainly “active training” was used (see below for details).

Experimental procedure on days 1–7
For the stabilized condition, subjects were trained to associate 40
different faces (sets A and B) to one of the eight locations in three
different training days. On day 1, subjects were trained with nine
repetitions (six times passive and three times active) for each of
the pairs. On the second training day, which took place between
day 3 and day 5, the subjects were trained again with the same 40
pairs, but with 16 repetitions for each pair (four times passive, 12
times active). The third training day took place on day 7 with 14
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were realigned and the subject-mean was co-registered with the
corresponding structural MRI using mutual information optimization. These were subsequently slice-time corrected, spatially
normalized, and transformed into a common space, as defined
by the SPM2 MNI T1 template, as well as spatially filtered by
convolving the functional images with an isotropic 3D Gaussian
kernel (10 mm full width at half maximum; FWHM). The fMRI
data were analyzed statistically using the general linear model
and statistical parametric mapping. Since sets A and B were
trained in a spaced scheme, including nights of sleep to consolidate between training sessions, we collapsed these trials as the
stabilized condition. Mass trained sets C and D were also collapsed as the labile condition to increase statistical power. The
explanatory variables (stabilized hits, labile hits, nonassociation
hits, scrambles hits, motor-response period, trials of no interest
comprising of all missed trials and trials that took longer than 4
sec, and intertrial intervals) were temporally convolved with the
canonical hemodynamic response function along with its temporal derivatives provided by SPM2. Regressor of the intertrial
interval was used as the explicit baseline activation. The design
matrix also included the realignment parameters to account for
any residual movement-related effect. A high pass filter was
implemented using a cut-off period of 128 sec in order to remove
the low-frequency effects from the time series. Nonassociated
condition and scramble condition were collapsed as nonmemory condition when stabilized/labile to non-memory contrasts were tested. For the comparison of left and right hemifield
location memory, we pooled data from stabilized and labile hits
to increase statistical power and separated them subsequently
according to their screen locations. Trials associated with the two
most-left screen locations were contrasted with trials associated
with the two most-right screen locations. For small volume correction (SVC), we chose two spherical regions of interest (radius,
20 mm) centered at the local maxima of a previous study reporting retinotopic mapping of the posterior parietal region [ⳮ26
ⳮ66 46], [20 ⳮ66 54] (Medendorp et al. 2005). For the statistical
analysis, relevant contrast parameter images were generated for
each subject and subsequently subjected to a second-level random effects analysis with nonsphericity correction for correlated
repeated measures where relevant. In the whole brain search, the
results of the random effects analysis were thresholded initially at
P = 0.001 (uncorrected) and then the cluster-size statistics were
used as the test statistic applying a threshold of P ⱕ 0.05 (corrected).
To probe changes in functional connectivity associated with
stabilization, we performed a psychophysiological interaction
(PPI) analysis embedded in SPM2. For this analysis, each subject’s
face area, a cluster of activation in the dominant hemisphere of
the inferior–temporal cortex for the nonassociated face condition to scramble contrast, was used as the seed region. PPI regressors were calculated using this seed region for the stabilized versus the labile condition. The PPI regressors were inserted as userspecified regressors in new session-specific design matrices and
the contrast for the PPI was calculated for each subject. Then, the
subject-specific contrast images for the interaction were used as
inputs for the second-level random effects analysis. At the second
level, initially a one-sample t-test was conducted with a threshold
of P = 0.01 (uncorrected), and then the cluster-size statistics were
used as the test statistic applying a threshold of P ⱕ 0.05 (corrected). This analysis was limited to the brain regions that were
active (P < 0.05 uncorrected) for the stabilized versus the labile
condition.

repetitions (two times passive, 12 times active). In total, the subjects were exposed to 39 repetitions of each face-location pair.

Experimental procedure on day 8
Training set C (labile condition)
On the morning of day 8, subjects were trained on a new set of 20
face-location associations, applying exactly the same scheme and
the equal amount of training as the stabilized set (39 repetitions,
12 times passive, 27 times active), except that it was massed.
Familiarization of set E (nonassociated condition) and MEG measurement
Additionally, subjects were familiarized with another set of 20
faces (nonassociated face stimuli; set E) just prior to the MEG
session by passively observing the faces that were shown in the
center of the computer screen consecutively for 2 sec each with
15 repetitions. We performed this familiarization task to avoid
the confounding effect of novelty detection. This was followed
by an MEG session, where subjects were tested on the cued recall
of 20 stabilized (set A) and 20 labile (set C) associations.
Behavioral task
In this test, each face stimulus of sets A and C appeared sequentially in a randomized order in the center of the screen, and
subjects were asked to move the cursor with the joystick to the
associated location as quickly and accurately as possible.
Training set D (labile condition)
After a lunch break, subjects learned another set of 20 new facelocation pairs in the same manner as in set C.
Cued-recall test (fMRI)
The training of set D was followed by the fMRI investigation. In
the scanner, stimuli were projected onto a screen viewed by participants through a mirror mounted on the head radiofrequency
coil while the subject was lying supine in the scanner. While
scanning, subjects saw a sequential series of face stimuli (randomly from sets A–D, intermixed with 15 nonassociated face
trials from set E) and 15 scramble trials, all of which were presented twice during the whole session. Each item was presented
for 1 sec, followed by a delay period of 2–4 sec, during which a
central fixation cross was presented. The fixation period was followed by a probe stimulus showing eight gray circles presented at
the trained locations surrounding the central fixation cross. For
the stabilized and labile conditions, the subject had to move the
cursor to the associated location circle, and no feedback was
given. For the nonassociated face and scramble trials, one of the
gray circles appeared green in the probe phase and the subjects
were instructed to move the cursor to that circle. An intertrial
interval of 5–10 sec with a fixation cross appeared between each
trial. Subjects were instructed to fixate continuously onto the
central cross after the face cue was presented and wait for the
joystick movement until the probe circles and the cursor appeared (Fig. 1C). Successful recall (hit) was defined by a correct
response within 4 sec after probe onset.

MRI data acquisition
For fMRI we acquired, with ascending slice acquisition, a T2*weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (Sonata 1.5 T, Siemens; 33 axial slices, volume-repetition time [TR] = 2.29 sec,
echo time [TE] = 30 msec, 90° flip-angle, matrix = 64 ⳯ 64, slice
thickness = 3.0 mm, slice gap = 0.5 mm, field of view
[FOV] = 224 mm). For structural MRI, we acquired a T1-weighted
magnetization-prepared, rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (240 coronal slices, volume-TR = 1660 msec,
TE = 2.02 msec, inversion time = 750 msec, 8° flip-angle, matrix = 256 ⳯ 256, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, no slice gap,
FOV = 256 mm).
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